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Editor - Mr B. Foran, CSI RO, P.O. Box 2111,
Alice Springs, N.T. 5750

EDITORIAL

No. 80/3
November 1980
Hullo All! In this hot off the press edition we have the first
information on the 3rd Biennial Conference to be held in September 1981.
Pastoralists, government men, and probably even the staff from the Womans
Weekly, are dusting off their swags and clearing the red backs out of their
old black billies and preparing to make the trek up to god's own country you guessed it - The Alice. The organizers, under the steady hand of Ken
Shaw, want a lots of information from youse all - what you want to talk about,
how you want to get here and where you wish to lay your fevered body. Please
fill in the information on the back of the RMN and mail it bacK by the end
of November.
Also in this issue we !have more about subscriptions, a word from the
government men on the payment of rates and taxes, and a preliminary look at
the N.T. Drought Policy.
Last but not least we want everyone up to date on their subscriptions.
All the right wingers in our society should be flush with coin seeing tqat
Big Mal and the boys are back in, and all the left wingers wont have to 'pay
union subs or party dues for the next three years anyway - So how about '$20
for 1980 dues to the A.R.S. - a deserving crowd if ever there was one.
A short political comment from your editor here!

"I love oW' bonzeY' goveY'nment who wiU not be defied~
The way unemployment's Y'ising it makes you swell with pY'ide;
And I love the opposition~ cos ~hey Y'eally do oppose~
They aU oppose each otheY'~ so you know theY'Y'e on theiY' toes!"
fY'om 7TBonzeY' CountY'y" by -Phi l Zip Adams.

SEND SUBS IN TODAY!
T~:

Date:

K. Casperson,
Hon. Treasurer,
Australian Rangeland Society
Box 667, G.P.O.
ADELAIDE, S.A. 5001.

PRINT CLEARLY
Name: Dr/Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms______________________________~------~~--------------Given Name (s)
Surname
Address: ________________________________________________________________________________
Postcode:
Remittance: 1979
1980

$16

Australian

$20

Overseas

$25

Receipts are usually not issued unless requested.

ACTIVITIES OF THE BROKEN HILL BRANCH
From:

Roger Stanley, Broken Hill.

THE \iOMAN I S WEEKL"' CAME BUT MOST OF THE
COCKlES STAYED HOME REPAIRING FENCES!
Well I am pleased to say that the comments added to our National
Park Field Day advertisement in the last R.M.N. by new editor Barney
Foran all proved false. The beer was cold (plenty of eskies; even
the odd bottle of wine), there was no au;t (but enough wind to keep
away the flies) and the day was tiloroughly enjoyed by the 80 or so
people who came.
The programme was excellent and also allowed participants to
see the variety of country and some of the attractions on Kinchega
National Park. Practical demonstrations of rabbit control techniques
and discussion of the kangaroo research programme on the park were
highlights of the day.
Kangaroo numbers were said to have risen from 1500 when the
park was dedicated in 1967; to some 29,000 today, but had not appeared
to have caused any damage to the soil or vegetation on the park's
48,000 ha. However detailed checks will reveal any differences which
may occur between the park and an adjacent sheep property which supports
much lower kan"garoo numbers.
-Considering the amount of criticism which is sometimes levelled
at National Parks and the Service itself, a Parks' spokesman said he
was a little disappointed that more members of the grazing community
did not take the opportunity to attend the Field Day and express ~eir
views. However the Australian Woman's Weekly saw fit to send out 'a
journalist and cameraman from Sydney for the big event, so provided
Ita gives the nod the story should by now have been seen by over 3
million readers throughout the country!!
On a differ~nt note, the Branch is planr.ing a Seminar on sheep
production which has been tentatively set for May 28th, 1981 in Broken
Hill. Speakers will include experts in sheep breeding, and sheep
selection based on both traditional and objective measurement criteria.
A local grazier will also give his views at the meeting.

Further details of the speakers will be given in the next newsletter,
but those who have attended our previous seminars will tell you that it is
worthwhile purchasing your 1981 diary now just to enter the date of
this coming attraction.

PAYMENT OF RATES BY
From:

GOVERN~1ENT

LAND HOLDERS

John Gerritsen, Sturt National Park, Tibooburra, 2880.

WE DO OUR BITJ MATE!
In reply to a letter by Geoff Rodda in the latest newsletter
"Whose going to pay the bloody mortgage", and the question of the
National Parks and Wildlife Service not paying rates on Crown land it
controls: Does any other Government Depart.Irlcnt, e. g. Forestry, pay
rates on land it controls? The answer is no to the best of my knowledge.
Whereas the N.P.W.S. has in mitigating circumstances voluntarily
opted to pay P.P. Board and Wild Dog Destruction Board rates in districts
where its reserves total more than a minimal area of a particular district,
Le. Wanaaring P.P. Board - Nocoleche Nature Reserve and Milparinka
P.P. Board - Sturt National Park. Wild Dog Destruction Board rates/
contributions are also paid directly to appropriate Boards in the
eastern half of the state, by the N.P.W.S.

PROPOSED DROUGHT ASSISTANCE SCHEME FOR NORTHERN TERRITORY GRAZIERS PRELIMINARY CABINET DECISION, N. T • GOVERNMENT

THE RAIN ALWAYS STOPS AT THE BOUNDARY FENCE

OR
"WE I LL ALL BE ROONED" J SAID HANRAHANJ "BEFORE THE, YEAR I S OUT",

cabinet accepts as a definition of drought "summer rains .insufficient
to produce adequate pasture growth" and agrees that (a)

drought may be declared on a property by property

(b)

the Minister for Primary Production and Tourism shall be
responsible to declare a property drought affected and
entitled to assistance; such assistance to be available -

(c)

basis~

i)

in the Alice Springs pastoral district in the second
year of declared drought; and

ii)

in the Victoria River District and Barkly Tableland
areas immediatelyfollowin(j the liecla:ttation ofdrought~

that the properties so declared shall be eptitled to claim
in the first qualifying year -\
~--"'''''
'""",

i)

through the NOrthern Territory Development cOrporation,
concessional loans for carry-on finance under the
eligibility criteria similar to the Rural Adjustment
Scheme~
.
"
\
I

ii)

a fodder freight subsidy of 50% of costs; and

iii) a stock freight subsidy
- in the first year of 75% of all turnoff in excess
of the average (calculated over a 10 year period)
- in the second year of
- in the third year of
.

~

60%
60%

of all turnoff
of all. turnoff

.

- in the fourth and subsequent

J

.t~."::'"

J
1"

...:;.~...,,-.,..

¥.~"e.f

"H 20\:of
'.' ,all

turnoff-

providing that if the required t~~ff i$fl,01;. met in the .
first year, the deficit in average turnoff must be met in
the second year before the pastoralist is eligibl~ for
subsidy;
(d)

the subsidy is limited to the distance i)

to the nearest railhead by road transpprt for properties
in the Alice Springs and Barkly' Tableland dis,!:ricts~ and

ii)

to Wyndham or Darwin for properties in the Victoria River
District;

.,

(e)

a slaughter subsidy of $15 per head onafl helpless and
unsaleable stock slauqhtered (under supe:iVision).

(f)

a restocking freight subsidy of 50\ on all stock returning from
agistment and all breeder replacement stock ~urfng the year
ilrllDediately following the re'UQcation of a. declared drought; and

(g)

an appeal may be lodged by a pastoralist aqainst the Minister's -

"

i)

fail~re

ii)

revocation of a drought declaration.

to declare a property drought affected; and

Editor's Comment:

Criticism from both ·the pastoral industry and gover'nment departments
has,been leveled at this new drought policy which, as is normaZ for
political decisions, is a mix of the needs and wants of aU parties.
A pastoral industry spokesman has described the policy as "unrealistic
and too theoretical, especially in the requirement that freight subsidies
are not available for excess turnoff in the Alice Springs district untiZ
the second year of a declared drought".
From a viewpqint of a 'Government man' a policy like this should
reward good management of cattle and land, with the onus for overall
drought strategy being placed on individual pastoralists but not penalising
good managers.
Without a retrospective payment fop excess b..aonoffs in
the fipst year of declared drought, good manageps pendep themselves
ineligible fop eaply assistance because it wiU be difficuU for them to
attain an avepage turnoff in the second dPy yeap aftep asupep normal
tUPnoff in the fipst dry year."
'
It may be a naive view on my part to define a "good manag.ep" as
one who adjusts his stocking pates to meet his fopage supply within the
const-paints of a j1uctuating market place. It is reasonable however to
suggest that a "bad manager" is one who, through excess stocking preSSU2"e,
eats his way into a drought (Zack of feed) in a yeap of average rainfaZZ
and then appZies for drought relief!

"Ya k.now My.fLtte. OWl. bloc.k. 'Up4..i.de. VOWYL6' a1.wa.Y4 gw mu.c.h
le.,M JuU.n .than the. 60 Wt pltO peJt.t.i.u ,tha.:t -6 u.JtJtO u.nd U-6! II

OR

ANY COMMENTS - PLEASE WRITE.
Ed.

PLANT INTRODUCTION IN THE RANGELANDS
"REARS ITS NASTY HEAD AGAIN"
At the. end of April this year, C.S.I.R.O. Deniliquin, the N.S.W.
Department of Agriculture and the Soil Conservation Service met to
discuss the past, present, and future of plant introduction in the rangelands. This meeting was prompted by the success of the last ten years
in Queensland, where a well-organised program has found plants for some
difficult climates. This has been aided by a new system of testing and
data ana~ysis. These systems were outlined to the meeting by Dr. R.L. Burt
from Tropical Crops and Pastures, Townsville.
Despite the pressure of a number of sceptics, the meeting
unanimously concluded that there is a real possibility of finding useful
introductions fo"r the rangelands. The specific region discussed was
the semi-arid woodlands with a non-seasonal rainfall incidence.
In this region, the preser.t carrying capacity of 10-15 acres/
shGep could be raised to 2 acres/sheep, with the combination of shrub
control and plant introduction, these 'bIo improvements are probably

Problems of harsh climatic and low soil fertility were discussed,
but disciollnted as major impediments to the introduction of the right
plant. Past programs had failed, but these, had clearly been poorly
organised and mainly driven by the concept of extending the range of
existing temperate zone plants.

\

)

C.S.I.R.O. were nominated as convenors of a steering committee
to carry the proposals forward. This would involve a co-operative
program with the N.S.W. Department and perhaps other states. A report
of the meeting is now available and can be obtained from:
Mr. O.R. Southward,
Department of Agriculture,
Sydney, N.S.W.

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND ALL THAT STUFF

---

From:

Wal. Whalley, Department of Botany, U.N.E., Armidale.

INVEST NOW! - THREE COPIES OF J.A.R.S. FOR
NO SUBSCRIPTIONS.
I, too, am completely at sea regarding my A.R.S. subscriptionl
I note in. both the December 1979 and August 1980 issues of the Newsletter,
bleats from various people about the high level of unfinancial members.
I also note that the membership is now on computer. All I can say is
that we must have one very confused computerll
I take it that subscription notices went out with the Marchi issue
of the "Newsletter". I presume I didn't receive a March issue becfl-use
I am ,un financial - a "Rangeland 22" situation. However to make amends,
I have received not one but three issues of Volume 2 No. 1 of the Journal,
the latest one complete with the August Newsletter. The first was
addressed to me here in Armidale, the second to me at the address of a
one time co-author in Tasmania and the third to my temporary 1979 address
in Canberra. Such generosity leads me to believe that I am financial
although I could not find the appropriate cheque butt when-doing my
tax return last month.
I will attempt to make amends
find out just what my status is. In
confused members if you 'Would devise
members to find out their status and
computer which apparently duplicates
.me$ers.

by writing to Keith casperson to
addition, it might help other
and publish a simple procedure for
ways and means of unconfusing the
and even triplicates unfinancial

AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND SOCIETY BUSINESS,
TH~

1.

ADELAIDE PUSH AGAIN!

The following are a few of the highlights from the 23rd, 24th
and 25th Council meetings held in Adelaide.
1.1

1.2

A'ways and means committee has been convened to consider
the feasibility of besting the 1988 International RangeLands Congress here in Australia. It will also concern
itself with budgets and likely sources of financial support.
Subsidies to branches are now on an annual "basis, but must
be appliedforiri writingo.uaUywith an enclosed, updated,

membership listinq.

-'

1.3

A statement of stocks of Journals etc. held in Perth has
only just come to hand, and an audit is now being carried
out.

1.4

Extra copies of the articles from the Financial Management
Workshop (Broken Hill, 1979) have been printed and are
available from C.S.I.R.O., Perth (Helen Warrener).

1.5

The next Biennial Conference of the Society will be held
in Alice Springs in September 1981. Further information is
to be found in the Newsletter.

1.6

In future, those members who become unfinancial will not,
receive the Journal. See the Treasurer's comments in th1S
Newsletter.

TREASURER I SREPORT
From:

Keith casperson, Box 667, G.P.O., Adelaide

BIG MAL'S BACK IN POWER~ SO HOW ABOUT TEARING
A FEW 20's OFF THE ROLL AND PAYING. YOUR SUBS,
Branch Subsidies
A reminder to all branches of the Society that a $2 financi~l
member subsidy is available upon application. A listing of the so~iety's
me~ership will be sent to local office bearers upon which they cah
indicate their local membership.
While on the topic of sub-branches, it would be useful to the
current executive if all branches would submit to the Secretary a
list of current office bearers. This list could be made available to
all branches and so facilitate communication throughout the membership.
Would the secretaries of'branches please forward a list of
current office bearers to:
Mr. M.C. Willcocks,
Hon .. Secretary, A.R.S.,
c/- Soils Branch,
Department of Agriculture,
G.P.O. Box 1671,
ADELAIDE, S.A. 5001.
Financial Status
Many members have written to me to determine their financial
standing. This problem is a perennial one which I hope will be solved
by a slight addition to our current address labels.
I have included on the current labels an alphanumeric code
which shows each member's current financial status.
Any listing below F 80 will mean the member is not currently
financial. There will exist a period of grace during which those
members who are financial for 1979, i.e. F 79 will be allowed to become
financial. Any members who are currently financial for 1978, i.e. F 78
will not receive further Newsletters, or journals until they have
become fully rinancial. Any such member is currently $36 in arrears,
i. e., $16 for 1979 and $20 for 1980. Members currently only financial
for 1979 must be fully financial before receiving the next journal.
The difficulty of remembering one's financial status will hopefully. be eliminated through adoption of this practice. It's up to the
me~1(~bi:p to make it work.

NEW BANff MlV't4GEffNT IEEINITIONS 00llliE U.S. OF A
YANKEE JARGON - DO ~'lE WANT IT? SAY YOUR PIECE NOW!

Following is a list of terms and proposed standard definitions
developed by the Range Inventory Standardization Committee (RISC). The
Committee is soliciting comments from SRM members and others that may be
interested.
RISC was established by SRM in 1978 with the support of the
Bureau o£ Land Management, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Soil Conservation
Service, Science and Education Administration, Forest Service and the
Land Grant Universities. Its charge is to develop and recommend: (1)
terminology for inventory, classification and analysis; {2) a uniform
system for classification and mapping; (3) minimum standards and guides
for data collection; and (4) a common philosophical base for
interpretations.
In reviewing these -definitions readers should keep in mind the
purposes of the committee. It is not to revise the SRM Glossary. RISC
is working only with those terms which they feel must have commonly
accepted and understood definitions if range information systems .are to
be compatible; understood and useful. These present definitions are not
considered by the committee to be the fianl word nor is the list necessarily
complete. It is viewed only as--a base - a common ground - from which
more compatableinformation systems can be developed.
with publication of this draft, RISC will be moving into the review
.of information needs and inventory methodology. They will continue to
solicit advice and comments from the SRM membership and will be working
closely with interagency and professional groups.
Comments should be addressed to :
John L. Artz, Chairman.
Range Inventory Standardization Committee
USDA - SEA - EXTENSION
Room 5925 South Building
Washington, D. C. 20250

DRAFT STANDARD DEFINITIONS AND TERMINOLOGY .FOR RANGE INVENTORY AND CLASSIFICATION
RANGE INVENTORY STANDARDIZATION COMMITTEE
MAY

GROUP 1:

1980

LAND CLASSIFICATION TERMS

Classification - the assignment of items or concepts into classes based
on similarity of selected attributes.
Rangeland (Range) - a kind of land which is dominated by vegetation useful
for grazing or browsing on which husban.dry is routinely through
management of grazing rather than by renovation and/or cultural
treatment.
NOTE:

The proposal to drop the distinction betweE!n. ranqe and rangeland
currently made in the SRM Glossary is based ~n the following points:
1.

Range and rangeland are, in fact, used interchangeably by most
people including most range managers. The SRM publishes the
Journal of Range Management and Rangelands without any apparent
distinction as to the scope of their coverage. Of the two major
textbooks on range, one is entitled Range Ma.nag~nt, the other
Rangeland Management. Many other examples of interchangeable
uses can be cit~.

2.

Range and rangeland are not terms which have a botanical meaning in terms of dominant life form like forest, grassland and
shrubland. Range (rangeland) vegetation has only one comrron
attribute - that some part of it is useful for grazing or
browsing by animals. The former distinction between rangeland,
which has a potential vegetation of grassland or shrubland,
and range, which included rangeland plus grazeable forest,
is artificial.

3.

It
of
is
is
It

is important to recognize that range (rangeland) is a kind
land and not a connnodi ty. Although its comrron attribute
vegetation useful for grazing or browsing (i.e. forage) range
not the forage itself or the use of the land for forage.
is the land which produces forage and other resources as well\~

Forestland (Forest) - land on which the vegetation is dominated by trees.
Lands shall be classified forestland if the trees now present will
provide 25% or greater canopy cover at maturity. Lands not presently
forestl~d that were originally or could become forested through natural
succession may be classified· as potential natural forestland. (c.f. tree,
potential natural conum:nity) (from Schwartz, Chas C., Edward C. Thor
and Gary H. Elsner, 19:6, Wildlands Planning Glossary. USDA-FS-Gen.
Tech. Rept. PSW-13, Ext. Sta. Berkeley, CA. )
I

Grassland - Lands on which the vegetation is dominated by grasses, grasslike
plants and/or forbs (c.f. dominant). Lands shall be classified as
grasslands ~f herbaceous vegetation provides 80% or more of the foliar
cover. Lands not presently grassland that were originally or could
become grassland through natural succession may be classified as
potential nat~ral grassland.
Shrubland - Lands' on which the vegetation is dominated by shrubs. Lands shall
be classified as shrubland i.f shrubs provide 25% or more of the' foliar
cover and trees provide less than 25% canopy cover at maturity.' Lands
not presently shrubland that were originally or could become shrubland
through natural succession may be classified as potential natural
shrubland.
NOTE:

The committee recognizes that the percentage of trees, shrubs
and herbaceous plants allowed in the abOve land classes are
-quite arbitrary. The committee welcomes comments and alternative recommendations.

Savanna - a grassland with scattered trees, whether as individuals or clumpso-ften a transitional type between true grassland and- forest.
Pastureland - grazing lands, planted primarily to introduced or domesticated
native forage species, that receive periodic renovation and/or cultural
treatments such as tillage, fertilization, mowing, weed control, and
irrigation. Not in rotation with crops.
Pasture - (1) a grazing area enclosed and separated from other areas by
fence. (2) forage plants used as food by grazing animals (same as
1974 Glossary).
Riparian zone - the banks and adjacent areas of water bodies, water courses,
seeps and springs whose waters provide soil moisture sufficiently in
excess of that otherwise available locally so as to provide a more
moist habitat than that of contiguoU3flood plains and uplands.
(Adapted from R.E.Warner, California Riparian Study Program.
California Fish and Game Dept.)
Shrub - a plant' that has persistent, woody stems and a relatively low growth
habit, and that generally produces several basal shoots instead of a
single bole. It differs from a tree by its low stature (less than 5
metres (16 feet)}and nonarborescent form. (c.f. tree).
Tree- a woody perennial, usually single stenuned plant that has a definite
---- crown shape and reaches a mature height of a least 5 metres (16 feet).
Some plants, such as oaks (Quercus, spp.), may grow as either trees or
shrubs (c.f.shrub).

GROUP 11: ECOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATIONS AND TERM
Ecosystem - a complete, interacting system of organisms (i.e. community)
considered together with their environment.
Community - an assemblage of populations of plants and/or animals in a common
spatial arrangement.
Plant Association - a kind of climax plant community of d~finite composition,
uniform appearance, and growing in a uniform habitat.
NOTE: 1. Not to be confused with soil association which is a mapping
unit.
2. Daubenmire ref. to be supplied by L. Smith.
Climax - the final or stable
it is self-perpetuating
(Odum, Eugene P. 1971.
Co. Phil. & London, 547

biotic community in a successional series;
and in equilibrium with the--physical"-habitat.
Fundamentals of ecology, 3rd Ed. W.B. Saunders
pp.)

Potential Natural Community (o~ Potential Natural Vegetation?)- the biotic
community that would become established if all successional sequences
were completed without interferences by man under the present environmental
conditions
(reference: to be supplied by Smith)
o'

Seral Community - a successional community.
Vegetation Type - an existing plant community with distinguishable
characteristics described in terms of the major vegetation present.
Range Type - refers to, and only to, the 18 standard range vegetation types
recognized by the 1936 Task Force.
NOTE: The Committee does not advocate use of the 18 standard types.
However, it recognizes their existence and usage. If "range
type" or " ••• subtype" is used, it should be in reference to those
18 standard types.
Range Site - a kind of rangeland, with a specific plant association and
specific physical site characteristics, differing from other kinds
of rangeland in its ability to produce vegetation and to respond to
management.
Ecological ResponS=Unit - '(1 kind of land and its physical characteristics,
which one plant accociation occupies or will come to occupy as
succession advances following disturbance and which will likely
respond similarly to specific resource management strategies.
Habitat Type - the collective area which one plant association occupies or
will come to occupy as succession advances. The habitat type is
defined and described on the basis of the vegetation and its associated
environment. c.f.
Capability Area - syn ecological response unit
NOTE: Although slightly different definitions are used above,- the four,
terms listed immediately above are or should be virtually interchangeable
(a range site is an ecological response unit on rangeland; range site
and habitat type are synonymous if Daubenmire's definition (above) of
plant association is used). Each represents, or should represent, the
basic taxonomic unit in a system of land classification. As such they
present a high degree of uniformity with respect to factors which
determine potential vegetation and response to management. These basic
units serve as the most useful framework for research, for predicting
and extrapolatin9' results, for sampling and for aggregating data.

GROUP Ill:

COVER TERMINOLOGY·

Basal Area - the area of the cross section of the stem or stems of a plant
or of all plants in a stand. Herbaceous and sinall woody plants are
measured at or near ground level; larger woody plants are measured at
breast or other designated height. (syn. basal cover)
Density - Numbers of individuals or stems per unit area.
equate to. any kind of cover measurement).

(Density does not

Ground Cover - the percentage of material, other than bare ground, covering
the land surface. It may include live and standing dead vegetation,
litter, cobble, gravel, stones and bed rock. Ground cover plus bare
ground would total 100 percent. (Note: for standard range inventory
procedures it is recommended that gravel smaller than (to be supplied
by Pendleton, Baker, Schlatterer and Knoll. Don suggests 5 mm. What
do you think?) in diameter be classed as bare ground in ground cover
determinations.
Canopy Cover - the percentage of ground covered by a vertical projection
downward of the outermost perimeter of the natural spread of foliage
of plants. Small openings within the canopy are included. (Syn ..
crown cover).
Foliar Cover - the percentage of ground covered by the vertical downward
projection of the aerial portion of plants. Small opening in the
canopy and intrasecific overlap are excluded. Foliar cover is always
less than crown cover.
Leaf Area Index - sum of total leaf area expressed as a percentage of ground
surface. Leaf area index may exceed 100%.
Litter - the uppermost layer of organic debris on the soil surface, essentially
the freshly fallen or slightly decomposed vegetal material.
Gravel, Cobble, Stones - as defined in Soil Taxonomy:
cobble (3-10 inches), s~nes (over l~ inches).

gravel (2 mm - 3 inches),

Bedrock - an in-place, solid rock exposed at the surface of the earth or
overlain by unconsolidated material.
Bare Ground - all land surface not covered by vegetation, rock or litter,
c.f. ground cover.
Cryptogam - a plant in any of the groups Thallophytes, Bryophytes, and
Pteridophytes - mosses, lichens and ferns.
GROUP IV:

PRODUCTION TERMS

Herbage - the above ground material of any herbaceous plant.
Forage - (n) browse and herbage which is available and provides food for
grazing animals or is harvested for feeding. (v) to search for or
consume forage.
Browse - (n) that part of shrubs, woody vines and trees available for
animal consumption. (v) to search for or consume browse.
Biomass - the total amount of living plants and animals above and below
ground in an area at a given time.
Phytomass - the total amount of plants. (including dead attaChed parts)
above and below ground in an area at a given time. c. f. biomass.
Standing crop - the total amount or number of living things or of one kind
of living thing in a particular situation at any given time.
Yield - (1) the quantity of a product in a given space and/or time (syn.
production) (2) the harvested portion of a product.
Producti vi ty - the rate of production per unit usually expressed in terms
. of weight or energy.

Available Forage - that portion of the forage production that is accessible
for use by a specified grazing animal.
/~

useable Forage - that portion of the forage that can be grazed without damage
to the basic resources; may vary with season of use, species, and
associated species.
GROUP V:

RANGE INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS TERMS

Grazing Management - the manipulation of grazing and browsing animals to
accomplish a desired result.
Rangeland Inventory - (v) the systematic acquisition and analysis of
resource information needed for planning and for management 9f rangeland. (n) the information acquired through rangeland inventory.
Range Condition - the present state of vegetation of a range site in relation
to the (? climax) (? potential natural) plant community for the site.
It is an expression of the relative degree to which the kinds, proportions, and amounts of plants in a plant community resemble that of
(? climax) (? potential. natural) plant community. If condition classes
are used, they should be four in number, corresponding to a - 25, 26 - 50,
51 - 75, and 76 - 100% similarity to the (? climax) (? pot~ntial natural)
plant community and should be called early seral, mi~ sera~, late seral,
anc;l climax ,. respectively. (c. f. Resource Production Rating) .
NOTE:

The committee recognizes that this is probably the most controversial of our proposed definitions. It is also one of the most
important in terms of inventory,.,classification and inte:rpretation.
We encourage thoughtful comment, especially: (1) shoul~ condition
relate to climax (looking back) or potential natural (lqoking
forward)? Which can be determined most accurately? Which is
most useful? and (2) adjective descriptions of condition class
to substitute for the present good, fair, etc. (which we believe
can be misleading when applied to an ecological classification) ....

Resource Production Rating - the present production or value of given goods
or services from a range site compared to its production or value in
the climax state. It is usually expressed as a percent~~f climax.
The present production or value may be higher or lower ~an that of
the climax. Resource value rating must be related to a specified use
of value.
Site Potential - the, kinds or levels of productiviUy of a range
site that can be achieved under a prescribed level of mmagement.

Managem~nt

Trend - the direction of change in range condition or in resource production
rating obse~ over time. The terms up, down and not apparent should
be used to a.scribe trend. Measured trend is measured and documented
over time. ~pparent trend is an interpretation based on a single
observation.
comparison Ar~a - an area with a documented history and/or condition that
is used as a standard for comparison.
-. -2~.l

/.

Key Area .;' a relative'ly small portion of a range selected because of its
,l~ation, use. or'grazing value as a monitoring point for grazing use.
i·\' is ass~ that key areas, if properly selected, will reflect the
ove:i:2tJ.l acq4ftabili ty of current grazing management over the range.

-{£-':;~o~age

Key Species
species whose use serves qS an indicator to the
degree, ox use of associated species. (2) thfse species which must,
because of. their importance, be conSideredLn the management program.
(same as glossary).
·<1':14--
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Cri tical. Area - an area which must be treated
th special considerations
because of inherent site factors, size, location, condition, values or
significant potential conflicts among us~s.

Unsuitable Range - Range which has no potential value for, or which should
not be used for, a specific use because of permanent physical or
biological restrictions. When unsuitable range is identified, the
identification must specify what use or uses are unsuitable
(e.g. "unsuitable cattle range").
Carrying capacitl - the maximum stocking rate possible without inducing damage
to vegetation or related resources. It may vary from year to year on
the same area due to fluctuating forage production. Syn., grazing
capacitl·
Stocking Rate - the number of specified kinds and classes of animals grazing
a unit of land for a specific period of time. May be expressed as
animals/acre, hectare, or section, or the reciprocal (area of land/
animal). Where dual use is practiced (e.g. cattle and sheep), stocking
rate is often expressed as animal units/unit of land or the reciprocal.
Stocking Density - the number of specified kinds and classes of animals
grazing a unit of land at any point in time. May be expressed as animals
per acre, hectare, or section, or the reciprocal (area of land/animal).
Where dual use is practiced (e.g. cattle and sheep) stocking density
is often expressed as a.nimal units per unit of land or the reciprocal.
Allowable Use - the degree or use considered desirable and attainable on
various pa~ts of a rang~ or allotment considering the present nature
and condition of the resource, management objectives, and level of
management.
Proper Use - a degree of use of current year's growth which, if continued, will
maintain or improve the range condition consistent with conservation
of other natural resources. Proper use varies with time and systems
of grazing. Syn., proper utilization.
Vigor - relates to the relative robustness of a plant. It is reflected
primarily by the size of a plant and its parts in relation to its
age and the environment in which it is growing.
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M. Willcocks, Hon. Secretary

HOT AIR BALOONS HAVE NOTHING ON THIS MOB
Minutes of the 5th A.G.M. held at the Grosvenor Hotel in Adelaide, on
Thursday 15th May, 1980 at 5.45 p.m.
The meeting chaired by the President, Mr. J. Vickery was attended by
approximately 50 members.
Opening
The President welcomed everyone present and gave his report which
is appended. The report is a comprehensive summary of what the Society
has achieved in the past year and will be printed in the R.M.N. shortly.
WilCOX/D. Nicolson
Apologies
Mr. D. COndon, Dr. M. Friedel, Mr. R. Stanley, Mr. J. Lawrie,
Mr. R., Bishop
Minutes of the 4th A.G.M.
Were read and accepted as a true record.
carnahan/Dendy
Business Arising
1\T; 1

Was circulated and is appended.
Presented by Keith Casperson with further comments on membership
numbers and costs of annual subscriptions.
Accepted subject to auditor's confirmation.
Edwards/Perry
Elections
The COnstitution requires that the Vice-President becomes the
President the following year. Dr. V. Squires is therefore our new President.
A nomination for the office of Vice President has been received for
Dr. M. Friedel. There being no other nominations for this or other
positions, she was declared elected as were ,the following from last
year's positions •.
Hon. Secretary - Mr. M.C. Willcocks, Dept. Agriculture, A4elaide, S.A •.
Hon. Secretary - Mr. K. casperson, Dept. for the Environment, Adelaide, S.A.
council now consists of the above officers and the immediate Past
Mr. J. Vickery.

P~esident

General Business:

Council has considered the various submissions, but because of
considerations of simplicity, non-emphasis of aridity, need for clarity
in reduction, or the particular emphasis on one section of our rangelands,
we have chosen R. Oxley's suggestion.
2.

1981 COnference

Both the biennial A.R.S. conference and the A.A.Z.R.C. are to be
run this year.
There is a problem of getting support for two such conferences.
After soliciting views from the membership the following 3 structures have.
been suggested:
2.1

Running them jointly. However, this has been eliminated because
of the requirement.s of the Standing COmmittee, Le. limited
numbers and a more technical conference.

2.2

Running them end to end.

2.3

Running them separately.

R. Perry made the following comments on the mechanics of the A.A.Z.R.C.:
Standing Committee provide an organising committee; only take recommendations
twice a year; require the numbers participating be restricted to about 60;
a strong theme is required; the A.R.S. cannot make a recommendation; requires
two Departments to make a recommendation; time lag of about 18 months.
A further problem may be that Government Departments may be prepared to send
employees to an A.A.Z.R.C.but not an A.R.S. Conference.
The topics suggested so far may not be strong enough to put to the
Standing COmmittee.
V. squires suggested then that we have an A.R.S. biennial conference
and that lighter more vocal topics be considered, OR Options for the future
OR Unoccupied lands etc.
, The three issues are, whether to have a conference., where and on
what topic.
J. carnahan suggested the topic of Landsat Imagery which was one of the
highlights of the ANZAAS Conference, at Alice Springs. D. Wilcox claimed
that such a topic was too limited and would involve dontributions from too
few of the membership. ije preferred Alice Springs ~.f. Armidale because of
its centrality and sugqes~' reproduction in animals as a broad topic.
R... P'p'1""rv
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v. Squires mentioned that because the next council will be in Alice
Springs we could ask them ~o organise the conference locally. He also
reIllinded u,s of L. Lord's plea, Le. that in the programme development
pastoralists to be given an opportunity to contribute.
R. Perry then suggested that there be one day of formal conference of
volunteer papers on any topic which would promote vigorous discussion.
L. Lord suggested the topics of Aboriginal land rights, and Land Tenure
systems in relation to the future of the industry.
V. Squires suggested also, the demographic aspects of pastoralism,
political thrusts in IIlining and land rights; inviting those who are vocal
in the press to contribute to such discussions.
R. Everett suggested a split theme be considered viz. research work
in one topical area and a section on one of the more practical problems of
the pastoral industry (being the greater user).
M. Young suggested an open discussion on one topic such as drought.
V. Squires moved that the next meeting be in Alice Springs in 1981
at a time yet to be fixed.
Seconded by Bruce Evans and passed.
Circularisation of some of the suggestions that may form the basis
of the next meeting will be done.
3.

Biennial status of the Council

It is desir~le for several reasons that the Council remain in Jne
place for up to two years.
Council therefore gives notice of the motion that "approval is sought
from the membership to approach the Minister of Law to amend the Articles
of Association to allow Council to remain in one place for up to two years".
D. Wilcox - amendment is possible, and the Minister of Law in W.A. has
to be approached. David believes that it is necessary to amend the articles
rather than allow the present situation to continue.
A. Brown suggested that 3 years may be necessary.
V. Squires mentioned that practicality will determine the issues;
everything needs to run smoothly.
M. Andrew agreed that three years was desirable with the option of
two years.
M. Young moved that Council takes steps to find out how to amend the
Constitution to allow Council up to a three year term.
Seconded M. Andrew
D. Wilcox suggested that such an arrangement was too flexible, and
that for accountability, the Council term needs to be tied to a fixed date.
Moved an amendment that time be fixed at two years.
Original mover and seconder agree.
carried.
4.

It was noted that our counterpart the American S. R.M. was in
financial dissiculties. Prof. Box mentioned that it was mainly
as a result of their hosting of the 1st I.R.C. in the U.S.A.

5.

Next meeting left for Council to decide date, venue etc.
Meeting closed at 7 p.m.

AUSTRALIAN RANGELAND SOCIETY 3RD BIENNIAL CONFERENCE
ALICE SPRINGSJSEPTEMBER 1981.

SEE ALICE WHILE SHE'S WARMING UP!
Yes! It's already time to start thinking about the A.R.S. 3rd
Biennial Conference ,to be held in Alice S rin s .. n~ September 1981.
The conference is planned for the week of 21st-25th September, with a
pre-conference tour on Tuesday 22nd, two a
s1t-down talking
(and an A.R.S. meeting?) and a post-conference tour as far south as
Kulgera on Friday 25th, so that those interested can travel on "The
Ghan" train to Adelaide (arr. 5 pm Saturday 26th) on the way home.
The Tuesday start allows participants to make use of weekly interstate
flights which arrive either Sunday or Monday, and it gives us the
chance for an evening get-together before the pre-conference tour.
Accommodation
Alice Springs is a popular ~own for tourists and so we have had
to make booking~ already. Both the accommodation and the conference
itself will be at Melanka Lodge. The rooms have all motel-type facilities
except en suite bathrooms, but instead have a vanity unit. All meals
are served in the Lodge dining room. Single rooms will be available on
a first-ask, first-served basis; otherwise accommodation will be sharetwin. Currently, the tariffs are $18.40 single bed and breakfast, Qr
$24.50 (for two) share-twin bed and breakfast, but it's li~ely that
there will be some price increase before next September. If you need
accommodation before the night of 21st September or after the night of
24th September, we will need to know soon. If you wish to make your
own arrangements, either motel or caravan park, we suggest that you
start now. Some facilities have bookings as far ahead as January 1982.
Costs
Total cost on current prices, including two tours, conference
fees, accommodation for four nights and meals at Melanka Lodge but
excluding train or other transpcrt to and from Alice Springs is about
$150. Remember that this is likely to be more by next September.
"The Ghan'; for travellers to Adelaide
Similarly, we will need to book for "The Ghan" before very long.
If we have enough passengers, part of the train will be set aside
especially 'for us. The present fares are:
Sit up
Economy sleeper
First class sleep~r

$66 (not includ. meals)
$97 (includ. meals)
$134 (includ. meals)

The back page of the newsletter has been set aside for you to
indicate accommodation preferences and your intention to make "The Ghan"
journey. If you can make a definite commitment ~, let us knpw and
we will make the appropriate boOking.
Themes
Now to the nitty-gritty of conference themes. Two days are
available for presenting talks and discussion papers, and we want to
know what YOU want to contribute or hear aOout. It should be possible
to have three or four different sessions, e.ach on a different theme,
if that is what you want. Conventional scientific papers will be welcome,
but so will less rigorously devised papers, provided that both are
interesting and likely to stimulate discussion. (There's a swimming pool
nearby if the arguments become too heated.) we want contributions and
ideas 'from all sections of our membership, including those who don't write
papers fora living!
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These are the suggestions that we are considering so far:

* Man-made influences on range management which are outside
the pastoralist's control, e.g. labour, markets, fuel costs,
taxation, land tenure, politics, etc.

*

Marginal lands

* Drought

* Rangelands research:

animals, plants, soils, etc.

Are there speakers that you would like to recommend?
Working Papers
We intend to present all written contributions as a set of "working
papers" to all participants in the conference, as you will recall has
been done in the past. This will not constitute formal publication and
so our editorial· standards won't be too fearsome. We suggest that
contributors who wish to have their papers published in the Australian
Rangeland Journal submit their manuscripts to us by 1st May, 1981, so
that the journal's referees can give them' due consideration before
our own deadlines. We hope to have a section in A.R.J. of papers and
discussion presented at the conference, to publicise our A.R.S. activities.
If contributors are prompt, publication could be in the November 1981
issue, otherwise 1982. All contributions to the working papers will
need to be in our hands by ist July 1981, to give us time for editing,
typing, proof reading, collating, etc.
i

Do

i

your bit!

Please use the form on the back page, and the addressed envelope
(sorry, no stamp ~ we can't afford it!), to help us plan the kind of
conference that YOU want. But be prompt. This is your only chance;
as there won't be time to ask again.
Timetable
This is our planning timetable:
November 1980 R.M.N. - Requests for contributions, numbers attending,
travel and accommodation preferences.
February 1981 R.M.N. - Proposed program and first call for contributions.
May 1981

- Papers for consideration by A.R.J. should have been
submitted by 1st May.
- Attendance application forms despatched
Second and final call for contributions in May R.M.N.

July 1st, 1981

- Deadline for all contributions.

september 1981

- Conference!

Organising Committee
Your conference organising committee is:
Chairman:
~en Shaw, Dept. Primary Production, Alice Springs, N.T.
Secretary:
Ockie Bosch, CSIRO, Alice Springs, N.T.
Treasurer:
Gary Bastin, Dept. Primary Production, Alice Springs, N.T.
Travel & Accommodation (N.T. liaison): Graham Pearce, CSlRO, Alice Springs
Travel (S.A. liaison): Jim Vickery, Dept. Lands, Adelaide, S.A.
Tburs organiser (S.A. liaison): Bill Edwards, Dept. Lands, Adelaide, S.A.
Adviser:
Vic Squires, Roseworthy Agric. College, Roseworthy, S.A.

Please address any., correspondence to:
Dr. Ockie Bosch,
C.S.I.R.O. ,
Division of Land Resources Mana./.~,~',
P.o. Box 2111,
/,
ALICE SPRINGS, N. T. 5750.
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